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"You don't have to say that we are greedy and ungrateful, everyone in Chujiang knows that you are now in the most

difficult time, and it is only a matter of time before you go bankrupt. So don't say anything else that's useless, hurry up
and get the money! Otherwise. Otherwise, don't blame us for being heartless, we'll sue you too!"
A few old men were so desperate that they seemed to be refusing to give up if they didn't give them the money today.
And it was obvious that anyone could see that these few people came here today to collect their debt was a lie, and that
they were deliberately making things difficult for Ye Yunjie and Jiang Hao was the real thing.
After all, their words just now had made it clear.
Ye Yunjie's side had just received the news that her company's account had been frozen. One by one, they all followed
suit and knew about it.
The next thing they knew was that Ye Yunjie's bank account had been frozen and they couldn't get any money out of
their hands, yet they rushed to ask for money at this time.
Is that asking for money? It was clearly a smash-up.
But even Jiang Hao could see that this was the case. He could not do anything about it, because even if people were
difficult and rude, they could not help but hold the contract in their hands.
This thing went to nowhere, and one had no reason to.
Jiang Hao looked these people up and down, his face went down gloomily and he spoke: "I hope you can understand one
thing, when I say I will give you the Haisheng Yipin No.1 courtyard, it is to offset part of the money owed, not the whole
amount, as for the rest of the payment, give me some time, at most tomorrow, I will pay you back in full, and I can even
pay you some more interest, you have to understand that In this world of business, we are looking for win-win
cooperation, but if you want to put me to death for your own benefit. Then I'm sorry, I'll take a few with me even if I'm
dying."
Jiang Hao's words already had a few more elements of threat in them.
Jiang Hao was of course clear that facing a few people, it was no use at all to compromise with them or to talk nicely to
them, because the purpose of their visit today was for money, for ten times as much money.
So it would be a fool's errand to try to get them to repent, no matter how many good words one says to them.
So instead of doing that, why not do something tough, something that will make them afraid?

That way, perhaps there would be a slight chance for things to turn around.
Jiang Hao's final grim gaze swept over those few people as he continued coldly, "And you should be clear, my words just
now were not a discussion with you."

Since it wasn't a discussion, then it was an order to the other side.
Those few people obviously still had scruples about Jiang Hao.
After all, compared to a small group of people like them, whose assets were only a few hundred million dollars. The
capital in Jiang Hao's hands was dozens of times more than theirs.
And at such a young age, holding so much money in his hands, who could tell what kind of heavenly figure was hiding
behind Jiang Hao.
These few people looked at each other, and the arrogance they had just felt seemed to have faded a few points.
However, they still looked as if they would see you in court if you didn't pay me.
The obese middle-aged man at the head of the group sighed and said, "Jiang, you don't need to scare us with these words,
we are here to collect a debt, not to argue with you. But if you don't give it, then sorry, we've just made it clear to you
what to do. That's how we signed the contract. And look at it yourself, the contract has expired for a week, so we've done
our best."
The other party seemed to be trying to reason with Jiang Hao, but Jiang Hao just laughed.
Even if he didn't know the reason for this matter, but this person had just said that they had come to collect the debt a
week after the contract date, and they had even said that this was the best they could do for themselves.
They did not come to collect the debt before because they thought that Ye Yunjie would not be worse off with such a
small amount of money.
But now that they have come to collect the debt, they are only being encouraged by others behind the scenes. In addition,
they also came because they saw the opportunity to rip off a big piece of fat meat from Ye Yunjie.
As for the rhetoric they just used, lie to the devil or.
Jiang Hao's face was gloomy as he finally asked, "You really can't give us a few more days of grace, can you?"
The middle-aged man at the head of the group laughed coldly, "Forgiveness? How can you give us a break? It's already

half a month past the expiry date of the contract, so we've already done our best, not to mention. In half a month's time,
you will be able to get the 300 million? Don't think we don't know that the bank has frozen you? All the funds, not to
mention the 300 million, even 30,000 yuan you have no more, at the end of this month, probably the company will

not have money to pay salaries. In fact, we would like to talk again, but you can't even get the money, so how can we
talk to you? I don't want to make things so bad, but I can't help it, I've already given you the opportunity, but you can't

grasp it, so I'm sorry. We simply won't bother you anymore, we'll leave first, you guys inform the company's legal
affairs and prepare to receive the summons."
Having said that. Those few people then turned around to leave.
"Wait a minute!" Suddenly, Jiang Hao called out to them.
The man at the head of the group stopped and smiled at Jiang Hao: "What's the matter, young Jiang, you're rich again?
Three hundred million. Can you raise it?"

Jiang Hao's face was a little unnatural as he glared at the aggressive few and said, "Three hundred million, is that a lot?"
Jiang Hao sighed. Turning his head to look at Ye Yunjie, he finally said decisively, "Sister Ye, call my father and ask him
to call in three hundred million!"

At this point in time, Jiang Hao really didn't have a single solution left.
It seemed that calling his own father was the only way to save the current critical situation.
This was clear to Jiang Hao, and naturally Ye Yunjie was also clear.
In fact, she hadn't wanted to turn to Shen Haoting for help because of what happened here, after all, Shen Haoting had
handed over the entire Chu River, and even ten billion dollars, to himself.
But what happened? Even if she had grown up with Shen Haoting, she would not have the face to open her mouth.
But now, if she doesn't open her mouth again, it will probably be too late.
Ye Yunjie sighed, and could only dial Shen Haoting's number helplessly.
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Jiang Hao sighed, looked at those few people and said loudly, "Don't worry, a mere three hundred million, I'll return the
money to you here."

Jiang Hao's words couldn't help but make the few people a little at a loss for what to say.
After all, they hadn't come here for the three hundred million, what they wanted was the ten times the contractual breach
of contract signed on the contract.
And if Ye Yunjie and Jiang Hao could not get the money. They could then further pressure Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie,
forcing them to use the City South project or other assets to pay off their debts.
However, if Jiang Hao really got through on the phone and successfully asked for the 300 million and returned it to
himself, then wouldn't the few of them have gone around in such a big circle and played for nothing?

In the end, although they did get the money, it was only three hundred million, which was too far from what they had
expected.
These few people could not help but whisper to each other for a while, and the faces of several people did not look too
good.
In the end they all landed their gazes on Ye Yunjie's body. Several people's eyes were fixed on Ye Yunjie's mobile phone.
At this moment, Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie also looked a little anxious.
They were also waiting with baited breath for the call to be answered.
The situation in Chu Jiang was no longer under their control, and the water was too deep. If they didn't bring in Shen
Haoting to help, they would probably only lose even more.
Although Jiang Hao felt that it was a little too much for his own face to find his father only after things had finally come
to this point, it was clear that he really had no choice either.
Jiang Hao also looked at Ye Yunjie, all he could think about was what his father would say when the call was answered.
Almost everyone in the room was waiting for the call to be answered.
However, the result was a bit unexpected, because Shen Haoting switched off the phone.
Ye Yunjie was immediately a bit baffled, and she looked at Jiang Hao in amazement, saying: "How ...... could the phone
be switched off? Mr. Shen never turned off his phone in the past!"

Obviously, this result was not in Ye Yunjie's expectation at all, because she had followed Shen Haoting for so many
years, of course, she knew very well that Shen Haoting's mobile phone almost never left his body, and never turned off.
After all, he was the head of the Shen family overseas, and there were still numerous industries under him that needed to
be taken care of, so how could he possibly turn off his phone?
"Turn off the phone?" Jiang Hao also looked a little incredulous. Hurriedly, he said again, "Call again and see!"
Ye Yunjie smiled and hurriedly called again.
At this time, those few debtors who were hanging on by a thread, after hearing Ye Yunjie say that the phone was switched
off, one by one, put their hearts down quite a bit.
Those few people smiled at each other, as if they were happy to hear some great news.
The fat middle-aged man at the head of the group even opened his mouth and mocked, "Miss Ye, is the phone off, or are

you simply unable to get the money? Oh, if you can't get the money, I advise you to say it clearly, there is no need to
use such tricks to coax us, we are all adults, not little dolls."

Ye Yunjie ignored the man and just gave him a blank look before continuing to make the call.
However, this time Ye Yunjie was disappointed again, Shen Haoting's phone was still switched off.
She put down the phone and shook her head faintly at Jiang Hao.
"It's still switched off? Why?" Jiang Hao's face was a little ugly, he felt really a little speechless, when was a bad time for
his own father to switch off his phone. To switch off his phone at this time? Wasn't this playing himself straight to death?
Ye Yunjie shook her head and said in a low voice, "In the past, your father never turned off his phone, but today ......"
Before Ye Yunjie could finish her sentence, the few debt collectors at the side burst into laughter.
In particular, the middle-aged man at the head of the group gave a cold snort incomparably smugly and said, "Miss Ye,
Jiang Shao, may I ask if you have anything more to say now? I have given you the opportunity to call and borrow

money, but what happened? Who knows if you guys really didn't get through on the phone, or if you were just putting
on a show for us?"
The man sighed, smiled and said, "Well, the opportunity has been given to you all, so you should stop blaming us this
time, Jiang Shao. We're giving you two ways now, either we deal with the public court as well, or we choose to go

private, and I've heard that you guys don't seem to be able to continue with the City South project either. How about you
guys look at it and transfer a part of the project to us, we don't want much, half of the whole City South project, what do
you think ......"
The fox's tail was finally revealed, before the other party had finished speaking, Jiang Hao looked fiercely at the other
party, his gaze filled with a chill.
"What did you say?" Jiang Hao glared at the other party. With eyes like a torch, he questioned, "Do you dare to say it again?
Oh, after owing you three hundred million, you want to take half of the City South project? Oh, may I ask if you still
have a face?"
Jiang Hao didn't have the slightest bit of politeness when faced with such a shameless offer from the other party, and
disliked it directly.
Ye Yunjie also grimaced, clearly having become somewhat intolerant.
Those few people, on the other hand, were still unimpressed. The middle-aged man at the head sneered and said, "What do
you mean by shameless? It's only right to pay back what you owe, but now you think you can't take it anymore, what

did you think long ago? Hmph, you are all in this situation today because you were greedy and cheap and cut corners in
the project in the south of the city, and you were found out in the end? I'm telling you, I'm only giving you two choices
now, otherwise, then let's deal with the public court, and I'll see if you can say anything else then!"

Jiang Hao was annoyed and angry, he glared hard at the other party and was about to tell them to hurry up and sue
themselves.
Anyway, the matter had come to this, and wasn't the other party here to carve out a piece of cake from himself. Since that
was the case, then everyone
But just at that moment, a figure suddenly appeared at the entrance of Ye Yunjie's office.
"Ai yo yo, what's up with this. The fire is all so loud?"
When the crowd heard the sound and looked in that direction, they all froze for a moment.
Those few debt collectors were full of shock when they saw the person coming, and a few of them looked at each other,
then hurried up to greet them with smiles on their faces.
"Aigoo. How are you, Mr. Xu, why are you here too? It's really a pleasure to meet you ......"
"Yes, yes, I didn't expect to meet you here, you're here ......"
The person who came was none other than Xu Tianlin. He didn't care too much about the few people in front of him, he
just gave a sarcastic smile at a few people and pushed them away, saying with contempt, "Don't get too close to me, do
I know you?"

Those few people were instantly embarrassed, and after looking at each other, they didn't dare to say anything else.
And Xu Tianlin bypassed these few people and walked directly towards Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie, but because of those
incidents yesterday, he didn't dare to get too close.
He looked at Ye Yunjie and seemed a little nervous as he spoke, "That ...... didn't expect it, I'm here again."
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Xu Tianlin came again, and as Ye Yunjie looked at him, she couldn't help but frown, but her heart was a little uneasy.
Because what she was thinking was that Xu Tianlin must be coming from a bad place when he appeared at this time.
Perhaps the matter of her company's funds being frozen was already known to him?
"What, what happened yesterday, so quickly forgotten?" Ye Yunjie said coldly, "Still dare to appear, do you really think
that my butterfly knife is just something to scare people?"

Ye Yunjie did not put Xu Tianlin in her eyes. Her words were full of disdain.
Hearing Ye Yunjie's words, Xu Tianlin's face was obviously a bit overwhelmed, recalling what happened yesterday. He
still felt a bit hot on his face.
The hatred for Ye Yunjie in his heart also intensified a few points.

He gave Ye Yunjie a blank look and took two steps backwards to keep himself a little further away from Ye Yunjie.
Only then did he speak, "I'm not here to talk to you about that today, you were very rude to me yesterday, but I still

decided to let you guys off the hook, otherwise with my Xu family's status and ability, I'm afraid you would have been
out of here by now."
Xu Tianlin paused and then added, "I am a person who is very understanding, and even though you treated me that way
before, I have decided not to hold a grudge against you. I heard that your funds have been frozen by the bank?"
Xu Tianlin spoke for a long time and gave himself a big high hat. Only then did he get to the point.
"Oh, you're quite quick with your news." Ye Yunjie gave a cold laugh, she seemed to have known exactly what Xu

Tianlin wanted from the moment he entered, "Say, what exactly is your intention in coming? But I advise you better be
cautious in what you say, if you speak human words, I will let you off the hook, but if you dare to fart, I think the
temperature of my butterfly knife, your neck seems to know better than you do, right?"
Ye Yunjie sneered after finishing her sentence, her eyes staring at Xu Tianlin as if she was a wild wolf staring at its prey.
This couldn't help but make Xu Tianlin feel a bit numb in the scalp and not too comfortable all over.
Obviously, he could not forget the intimidating effect that the butterfly knife had given him.
He grunted and swallowed a mouthful of saliva. Hesitated and hesitated before he said with courage: "You ...... are not

reasonable, I ...... I have said it all, I came here today with goodwill, I heard that your company's funds have been frozen
and it seems that now there is still a debt that urgently needs to be repaid right?"

The company's funds have been frozen, and there seems to be a debt that needs to be paid urgently, right? Oh, but I can
help you guys!"
Xu Tianlin looked at Ye Yunjie with a smile, already putting on a smug demeanor.
Ye Yunjie smiled. She looked at Jiang Hao, then sneered, "Lend it to us for nothing?"
Xu Tianlin's smile stopped abruptly, "What are you thinking? Dream on, why should I lend it to you for nothing? Who
do you think you are?"

Immediately afterwards. Xu Tianlin revealed his original form and said with a bit of a scowl on his face, "I know that you
are now at the end of your rope, and I also know that if you don't pay off the three hundred million debt of these few

people today, it will turn into three hundred million on the next day. Haha, ten times that, it's great to think about, isn't
it?"
"What exactly do you mean, say what you have to say, or else get lost immediately!" Ye Yunjie coldly chided up Xu

Tianlin and said." You're here today, I'm afraid it's not for the same purpose as yesterday again, right? If that's the case,

then I advise you to get lost immediately, because you won't be able to get your way. 800 million? Oh, you really want
to laugh me to death!"

Xu Tianlin brushed aside his mouth and said disdainfully, "What what? Please, what are you kidding? You're thinking
about the wrong thing, right!"

Ye Yunjie froze for a moment, thinking to herself, "Could this guy not be here to buy the City South project at a low
price?
If that was the case, then that was really strange!
But soon, Xu Tianlin gave Ye Yunjie an answer.
He replied with a sarcastic smile, "Eight hundred million? Do you think that pile of rags in your hands is still worth that
much money? You guys are too presumptuous, right? To tell you the truth, I came here today. I didn't even intend to bid
at yesterday's price!"
As expected, she had overthought it, this Xu Tianlin really hadn't let herself down at all.
Ye Yunjie could not help but sneer in her heart and looked at Xu Tianlin indifferently. She wanted to see what else he
wanted to do.
Soon, Xu Tianlin went on to say: "The current project in the south of the city is of substandard engineering quality. It

faces the risk of the project being dismantled, and there are a bunch of rotten projects, plus your company's funds have
been frozen again. What makes you think that the pile of rags is still worth eight hundred million?"
Xu Tianlin held out three fingers and said with a sarcastic smile, "How about this, don't you guys owe them 300 million?

How about this, I'll offer 300 million to buy the south of the city project, and then 300 million for you to plug the holes
of these people, this way. Isn't it good that we are all happy?"

Xu Tianlin then laughed, "And don't say anything about me taking advantage of the fire, who can you blame? Who let
you catch fire? Who made you suffer? Do you now have any other choice but to sell the south of the city project?"
In fact, Xu Tianlin's words had some truth to them.
Now Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie, almost all their difficulties had rushed together, and now Shen Haoting could not be
contacted, which was tantamount to their last straw of salvation being gone.
At this point in time, it seems that there is no other way out for them but to sell the City South project.
It also seems that he has chosen this time to buy the project, which is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
But he seems to be a bit too presumptuous.
After all, the South of the City project is a multi-billion dollar project that was invested upfront.

He seems to have only thought of how he could get the most out of it, forgetting that others are not idiots either.
After Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie heard the bid given by Xu Tianlin, the two of them looked at each other and laughed,
shaking their heads.
"Are you not awake?" Jiang Hao laughed bitterly, "Please go back and catch up on your sleep again, because I found out

that what you said was all dreamy talk. Three hundred million? How did you say that out loud? Don't you think you're
quite an idiot?"
Ye Yunjie snorted back, seemingly not even bothering to pay attention to Xu Tianlin.
Xu Tianlin, however, remained unconcerned and instead sneered back, "I'm not awake? I would advise you to wake up,
now that the south of the city project is completely dead, do you think that you can still turn over the sky? I'll tell you one
last thing, the bigwigs at the top have actually decided. If you don't sell me the south of the city project now, I think
you'll be crying in less than a week!"

